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SkyLeather is a
synthetic leather manufactured
by AUTOSTOP AVIATION

The high elasticity of SkyLeather simplifies the fitting
process, even for complex seat shapes.
The seat cover stays in the same shape and therefore looks
new for longer.

Manufacture

Our seat cover manufacturing facility is located adjacent to the
SkyLeather production facility, allowing increased efficiency by
eliminating transportation costs to the manufacturing unit.

Airline cost savings
Compared to leather hides, our synthetic SkyLeather is up
to 25% lighter. This contributes to airline
operators fuel saving initiatives.

COLOURS
Our SkyLeather is available in a
range of grains, finishes
and colours.
AUTOSTOP AVIATION has
developed a standard colour
pallet, but can match any colour
to suit customer needs.

Synthetic
leather factory.

SkyLeather
SkyLeather is an ingenious alternative to
reconstructed leather, and genuine leather.
This innovative material offers advantages in
aircraft seat maintenance and also stands out
with regard to passenger well-being.

EASY CLEAN
The surface of SkyLeather is highly dirt / grime
repellant, which reduces the cleaning effort.
Ball-point pen marks and stain residues can be
simply wiped away with a moist cloth.

SkyLeather is flammability compliant with both
EASA CS and FAR 25.853[a] for our range of
synthetic leather.

Azo Dyes Free
DMF Free
Formaldehyde Free
Heavy Metals Free
(PAH) Free
Chromium VI Free
Allergenous and Carcinogenic
Substances Free

ENHANCED COMFORT
SkyLeather causes no skin irritation, features good thermal properties
and is resistant to fungal growth. Additionally, the suppleness of the
soft surface delivers enhanced comfort for the passenger.

SUPPORTING
AIRLINES
ACROSS
EUROPE

Our geographical location allows
us to offer airlines and seat
manufacturers an unparalleled
price per linear meter.

Address: Tekstilna 40,
16000 Leskovac, Serbia
Phone: +381 16 218 820
Fax:
+381 16 218 822
E-mail: contact@autostopaviation.com
Web:
www.autostopaviation.com
CLICK HERE TO EMAIL US YOUR INTEREST
& SAVE YOUR AIRLINE MONEY

